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Cabal
“For the coming of the Son of Man will be just like the days of Noah” (Matthew 24:37). Human actions in the days of the great flood grieved
God enough for Him to intervene with global judgment against sin and deception. The people of Noah’s time refused to acknowledge God
and thus were not prepared for His judgment. Consider this: we live in an age of apostasy, widespread abuse, and horrifying violence. Rather
than humble ourselves before our righteous and loving Creator, we aspire to the greed and idolatry of the rich and famous. So, in terms of
anticipating the return of Jesus Christ, how many of us are preparing with confident knowledge of what His return entails? Just Like the Days
of Noah, by author and Bible teacher Jan Darnell, brings us a new, deep, and essential understanding of the revelation and second-coming
prophecy in Matthew 24. Christ’s message from Mt. Olivet is a beacon of light in these confused and unstable times. His timeline of events
cuts straight through even the most complex schemes and debatable theories of our day. Throughout this encouraging and challenging sevenweek Bible study, Darnell expertly guides a careful exploration of the text and shows how we can personally respond to Jesus’s message and
prepare our lives for His return.

The Summoning
The Book of Jasher
Is our world actually reeling toward the prescient days of Noah-those days of unparalleled global turmoil as foretold by Jesus in the Gospels
of Matthew and Luke? Are we really on the brink of a universal shaking, as a number of today's prophecy watchers are warning? You'll find
the answers to those questions and many others as you set sail on this spectacular biblical journey with long-time pastor and internationally
acclaimed bestselling author, Carl Gallups. IN THE SUMMONING YOU WILL:Be thrust headlong into the original days of Noah, and through
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the theater of your mind you'll actually be inside the ark at the very moment the antediluvian world ripped apart at the seams!Walk the Jordan
River Valley with Jesus and His disciples as they made their way up to Jerusalem-one last time.Be made privy to some of the deepest
meanings of the otherwise "hard sayings" that Jesus proclaimed to various audiences, along His way to Calvary.Discover the profoundly
stunning truths concerning what Jesus really meant when He proclaimed that the very last days would be "just like the days of Noah."Gain a
much richer understanding of today's world, and how it connects to several earth shattering biblical prophecies that are coming to life in our
day.Learn how to immediately prepare yourself for the future, both logistically and spiritually.Get real answers to some of the toughest and
most relevant questions of our day, laid out in a manner that can be easily used for teaching and witnessing-for years to come.Discover how
to truly embrace your days on this earth as a victorious ambassador for the coming Kingdom of Jesus Christ!

The Story of Noah and the Ark
As in the Days of Noah
Before the earth splinters into continents, before the first raindrops fall from the sky, only one family is destined for salvation. Denah is not
among them by choice.Her husband is a disgrace, her sisters-in-law are cursed, and the family adheres to the rigid demands of an outdated
God. Denah simply wants the life she deserves. She will follow her own forbidden path to fulfillment, encountering blackmail, jealousy, and
betrayal along the way. What she deserves turns out to be far different than what she imagines, and she must face the tumultuous
consequences of her decisions before the past and future of all mankind collide in the shadow of Noah's ark.

The Days of Noah and Lot
Is there a secret cabal working to collapse the international economy in order to usher in a global government and one-world currency?Noah
Parker, like many in the United States, has been asleep at the wheel. During his complacency, the founding precepts of America have been
slowly, systematically destroyed by a conspiracy that dates back hundreds of years. The signs can no longer be ignored and Noah is forced
to prepare for the cataclysmic period of financial and political upheaval ahead.Watch through the eyes of Noah as the world descends into
chaos, a global empire takes shape, ancient writings are fulfilled and the last days fall upon the once great, United States of America.The
Days of Noah, Book One: Conspiracy, by Mark Goodwin is a fast paced fiction thriller which looks at how modern conspiracies can play into
Biblical prophecy concerning the end times.

As the Days of Noah Were
A book of Jewish myth and thinking, the Book of Enoch was a book that was widely used in the first century as a point of reference in Jewish
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belief. While it is largely unknown exactly when the book was written, it was known to have been written by the time of the New Testament
since a passage in the book of Jude comes from this source. While not canonical, this book is an interesting tool to enlightening the myths
Jews held onto at the time of Biblical writing.

As in the Days of Noah
A visionary retelling of the story of the worldwide flood. . . Nearly two thousand years after Adam and Eve eat death into existence, the flavor
still echoes in their descendants' tongues. War is sweeping the world from the iron throne of a man who calls himself the God-King. Caught in
the crucible is a young family broken by loss and carried along by the prophecies spoken over the infant boy who fits in their hands. Will little
Noah grow to be the savior the world needs? Or will bending his bow come easier than bending his knee to the God who holds his destiny?
Beginning before Noah is born and continuing on until the world is washed clean, Flood is a stunning story about family and forgiveness in a
world filled with pain.

Noah's Ark
One of the most stunning, unique and captivating books on the account of the Ark and the global Flood of Noah's day ever produced. Based
on the account recorded in Genesis 6-9 in the Bible, the narrative is true to the biblical record and its timeline of events concerning Noah and
the Great Flood, with added insight as to what it might have been like to be in Noah's shoes. The thrilling adventure of Noah comes to life
through the dazzling, detailed illustrations by Bill Looney in the exciting True Story of Noah’s Ark. The images of the interior of Noah’s ark are
like nothing you’ve ever seen before. The people and cities depicted here are certainly more advanced than what you’ve been led to believe
And this is not fiction - it’s all biblically and historically based. This book is not just material for Ministry to Children, but can also be used as an
excellent Evangelical tool because it comes directly from the multi-media presentation of author Tom Dooley, who uses it to witness to
multitudes of people across America every week. This dramatic and exciting retelling of a timeless Bible story is an excellent resource and
should have a place in every Church Library.

Noah's Ark
In The Days of Noah, Book Two: Persecution, a globalist conspiracy transpires by way of a false flag attack against America's energy
infrastructure. Noah and Cassandra Parker witness a complete economic meltdown which is intentionally triggered by the event. The assault
is blamed on patriots and Christians who are rounded up into detention centers across the country. Noah and his friends must take action to
prepare for the meltdown and defend against the totalitarian regime which is gunning for their freedom, and quite possibly, their very lives.

Not the End of the World
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The Word of God states in Genesis chapter 6:11-13 The earth also was corrupt before God, and the earth was filled with violence. So God
looked upon the earth, and indeed it was corrupt; for all flesh had corrupted their way on the earth. And God said to Noah, "The end of all
flesh has come before Me, for the earth is filled with violence through them; and behold, I will destroy them with the earth." Those were the
observations and words of God spoken to Noah, at the very start of mankind! Is there any difference TODAY, as The United States of
America and the World have EVOLVED into a combination of the Days of Noah and a Modern Sodom and Gomorrah This is a study in the
Word of God comparing the attitudes, behaviors, and the lifestyles of people in the Days of Noah, and the Culture of Sodom and Gomorrah
with, the United States, and the World TODAY. This is NOT a doctrinal study, nor, a religious commentary on stories in the Word of God. It is
however, a presentation of Old Testament behaviors, and lifestyles, with, modern culture, behaviors and lifestyles of Today. Not only will we
see man's behavior in the Old Testament, we will see God's response to those lifestyles and behaviors, and the consequences they received.
*A very important noteKeep this in mind!* Both, the Days of Noah, and, Sodom and Gomorrah occur in the first book in The Word of God,
called Genesis. So these civilizations had no history to look back on to learn from. They had NO Moses, They had NO 10 COMMANDMENTS
They had NO JESUS, They had NO APOSTLE PAUL! NOAH, AND SODOM AND GOMORRAH HAD NO BIBLES!!!!! This study will ask you,
the reader, some very direct and thought provoking questions and allow you to give yourself answers by the information provided. This book
is not just a study about, and from The Word of God. This is also a message of GREAT RELEVANCE, GREAT MAGNITUDE, and EXTREME
URGENCY for Today! In this study we look at why a Holy Loving God will soon be bringing His UNPRECEDENTED vengeance and
Judgment to mankind. It is a call to seek the Lord God while He may be found. A message of Repentance, Preparation, and Purity for the
imminent Judgment of a Holy Angry God on all of mankind. The Lord God is calling all those with ears to hear to get into the Ark of Jesus.
This Book is just a tool, to prepare people for the imminent Vengeance and Judgment of a Holy God who MUST and WILL protect His
integrity.

Spiritual Warfare: As the Days of Noah
"And as it was in the days of Noah, so it will be also in the days of the Son of Man. Likewise as it was also in the days of Lot." (Luke 17:26,
28) We know that the Days of both Noah and Lot were followed by wrath from the Almighty. It would actually be more appropriate to say the
Days of Noah and Lot warranted the wrath that followed them. But why? Why the Flood? Why the fire and brimstone? This book will answer
these questions and more in depth. This book addresses: -The sexual perversion of the Antediluvian World -The multi-layered perversions of
Sodom -The parallels between the Ancient and Modern World -The perversions of spectrophilia, UFOs and alien encounters, the bridal
chamber mysticism, and Brides of Satan -How to confront these ancient spirits in our world, and more! It has been said that if we do not learn
from the past, we are doomed to repeat it. It would appear that we are in repeat-mode. This book will help us to confront and put a stop to the
impending destruction.

As the Days of Noah
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A collection of detailed studies of some Aramaic texts from Qumran (Book of Noah, Books of Enoch, Book of Giants, Prayer of Nabonidus,
Pseudo-Daniel Aramaic, 4Q246 and New Jerusalem) which provides new insights on the relationship of Qumran and the Apocalyptic
Tradition.

Just Like the Days of Noah
When Noah began constructing the Ark nobody knows what people thought or said to him. It must have seemed strange because it never
rained in Noah's world; that means no floods. Noah advertised that God was going to destroy the world with a catastrophic flood. It took him
and his three sons one hundred and twenty years to complete the ship; fortunately people lived longer in those times because of the pristine
and healthy environment. The problem was humanity; the people were wicked, violent and corrupt. Even though a major flood warning alarm
rang loud and long the people were unbelieving and indifferent to God; only eight persons survived the Great Flood. “Look life carries on as
normal and that guy Noah has worked on that Ark for… well, I can't remember when he started, but it seems like a hundred years already.
Gosh how does he afford it? Anyway, I am getting married next year and then we plan to move to the opposite side of the continent so I
probably won't get to see him finish the boat; but it's impressive; no doubt about that. Oh look, I can't believe God will send a flood; besides
God hasn't communicated with humans since Adam's time.”

Qumran and Apocalyptic
Everyone knows the story of the Flood, the men God chose to survive, the animals that went in two by two. But what about the others that
sailed on the Ark - the women and the children? This adventure story asks what it was really like when the heavens opened and the world
drowned - and what might have happened in the days that followed. With a frighteningly zealous and single-minded Noah; Japheth and his
young wife, Zillah, concerned for the welfare of the animals; the stowaway boy and baby found by Noah's daughter Timna; and the animals
themselves, continuing to act as animals do, whatever their surroundings, this is an extremely compelling and at times very frightening story,
beautifully written as ever by Geraldine McCaughrean.

The Lost Apocrypha of the Old Testament
Illustrations accompany the Biblical text telling how Noah obeyed God's command to build an ark in order to survive the great flood.

The True Story of Noah's Ark
In The Days of Noah, Book Three: Perdition, the end times fall on America like a shadow of darkness and the last days bring an onslaught of
sword, famine and plague. Biblical prophecies are fulfilled when a world leader arises to pull the nations back from the brink of disaster and
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usher in a new age of peace, but at what cost? In the aftermath of the collapse, America is left to flounder while the rest of the world is rebuilt
under the rule of the Global Republic. Noah Parker and his family refuse to take the pledge to the world order and are thereby excluded from
the one-world economy which functions using a cashless electronic currency. When the Global Republic finally arrives to begin rebuilding the
former United States, Noah and the true Christian community are labeled as terrorist, hunted down like animals and forced to choose
between fight or flight.

Naamah
A long time ago, the people of the world were not treating each other kindly. God was very sad, and so he decided to send a flood to cover
the entire world. However, one man, Noah, and his family were very good people, so God told Noah to build a big boat and to gather two of
every kind of animal to be kept safe in the boat when the floor arrived. Noah did as God commanded and soon he, his family, and all the
animals were drifting in the flood waters. After many weeks of waiting, the flood went away and Noah, his family, and the animals were able
to again return to land. God set a rainbow in the sky, promising Noah that he would never again flood the earth. Share this remarkable and
classic Bible story with young ones with this delightful new picture book. With stunning art by Helen Dardik, and simplified text for little
readers, The Story of Noah's Ark is sure to become a favorite for families.

Living in the Days of Noah
After the murder of his father, Noah Shaw uses his inheritance to move to New York with his girlfriend Mara Dyer and their friends, where
they investigate the suicides of other Carriers and their Gifts begin to lead them on diverging paths.

As It Was in the Days of Noah
For nation shall rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom: and there shall be earthquakes in divers places, and there shall be
famines and troubles: these are the beginnings of sorrows. Mark 13:8 When Agent Joshua Stone is called to a high-level meeting at the
Department of Homeland Security, he learns about a new global order which will be transitioning into power. Stone is read in on the plan for a
single planetary government and a world-wide cashless-currency, which will step in to fill the void left by the failing monetary system. To win
wide acceptance by the nations of the world, the old system must first be allowed to fail, bringing about a state of global chaos never before
seen by mankind. Once desperation has taken the place of pride and hubris, humanity will beg for the proposed one-world empire led by the
charismatic tech guru Lucius Alexander. The United States will fall without a single shot being fired. While still considered a sovereign nation
under the new global charter, America is required to make some major adjustments in order to fit in. One of the mandatory changes comes in
the form of oppressive firearms restrictions. Agent Stone is tasked with infiltrating a group of anti-government nationalists to monitor their
activities in the wake of the new gun ban. But what he learns from the group while working undercover causes him to question if he is on the
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right side of the fight. The final world empire will demand absolute loyalty. Stone will have to make an impossible choice. If he chooses to
ignore the information gleaned during his time undercover, he will violate his deepest personal convictions. However, if he turns his back on
the Global Union, he'll put not only his own life on the line, but also those of his wife and son. Don't miss this chilling depiction of what
America will look like in the last days. Read The Beginning of Sorrows, Book One: Cabal, a heart-stopping tale of the end times, today! As
with all works by Mark Goodwin, this book contains no profanity and no embarrassing sex scenes. However, if you're offended by
conservative principles and references to Scripture, this book might not be for you.

As the Days of Noah
Basing their research on geophysics, oral legends, and archaeology, the authors offer evidence that the flood in the book of Genesis actually
occurred.

As It Was in the Days of Noah
Jesus said that, ‘as the days of Noah were, so will it be at the coming of the son of man.’ The story of Noah’s ark contains shadows regarding
the last days. This book will reveal these shadows in unprecedented clarity. The shadows not only help to decipher an accurate timeline, but
they also reveal the hand of God upon the church. This book is a marriage between bible prophecy and the body of Christ, written for the
common person. Beginning at the Garden of Eden, the reader will engage in a life-changing experience. What was the fall of man like from
God’s perspective? Readers will become acquainted with Noah and his trials, fallen angels, and giants! What was it really like for Noah? The
plot thickens when a panoramic view of Noah’s story begins to explain God’s plans for His church until the second advent of Jesus. Noah’s
ark is one story, revealing two revelations that lead to only one conclusion. Learn how God’s plan for His church and bible prophecy regarding
the end-times can no longer be studied apart from one another. Will the church stay, or will the church go before the tribulation? Does God
have a purpose for the tribulation? What role will fallen angels have in the tribulation? Will the nephilim return? Will you be part of the army
that conquers with Jesus at Armageddon? It is a message that cannot be ignored. It all begins with you. Are you ready for Noah’s Ark and the
End of Days?

Noah: Man of Destiny
In this fast-paced end times novel, a marine biologist, Noah Westin, is left behind in the Rapture. He is tasked by God with saving a sampling
of all sea creatures before they are destroyed. Meanwhile, his wife and daughters explore the mysteries and joys of heaven. Can Noah fulfill
his mission despite demons, the global government and the Mark of the Beast technology? This thriller will give you a new perspective on
end time events and heaven.
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The Ark of Noah
The world seems to be changing rapidly by the winds of politics, cultures, and false teachings. Yet, was it like this before? When Jesus taught
about the days of Noah, what was he talking about? Was he comparing the days before the flood to the times coming? And how the people
would be united, yet with evil continually in their hearts, denying God, living in wickedness, while ignoring his message? If you love your
family, friends, and acquaintances (Matt. 22:37-39), you will want to read this book so you will be able to discern the times we are living in
and the events that Jesus said would come, and to have the victory in Christ by having his peace and rest within. The war is over, but battles
will continue in this spiritual warfare. William Chandler presents this journey from the New Testament into the Old Testament, to compare the
testimonies in scripture by the prophets to uncover what they experienced and what we can learn from it. Written in story-line accounts,
assisted by scripture and with archaeological information provided to add thought provoking outcomes that are very familiar for today, and for
the future. Readers are encouraged to go past their worldview, and to believe God at his Word. William Chandler currently resides in Tucson,
Arizona with his wife.

The Book of Parables: Christian Apocrypha Series
The Bible is the instruction manual for living the human life. The Bible is also a book of prophecy and warning! If there is anything that would
profoundly effect the human race, don’t you suppose that God would include this information in our handbook to human existence? The UFO
phenomenon has the potential to produce calamitous consequences for all humanity. UFOs have been seen by persons all over the world.
This is genuinely a global threat! Only the very na ve would believe that all the alien races come in peace. A few might be here to help us, but
what of the others? Who are they? Where are they from? Why do the numbers of UFO sightings seem to be on the increase? What do they
really want? Can we safeguard ourselves against them or are we defenseless? Most importantly, what does God say about the subject?

Flood
One of numerous texts that were removed from the Bible. This piece was traditionally attributed to Enoch. These Parables are part of the
tradition of Apocalyptic Literature, and come to us as the Voice of God.

The Epic of Gilgamesh
Since the discovery over one hundred years ago of a body of Mesopotamian poetry preserved on clay tablets, what has come to be known as
the Epic of Gilgamesh has been considered a masterpiece of ancient literature. It recounts the deeds of a hero-king of ancient Mesopotamia,
following him through adventures and encounters with men and gods alike. Yet the central concerns of the Epic lie deeper than the lively and
exotic story line: they revolve around a man’s eternal struggle with the limitations of human nature, and encompass the basic human feelings
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of lonliness, friendship, love, loss, revenge, and the fear of oblivion of death. These themes are developed in a distinctly Mesopotamian
idiom, to be sure, but with a sensitivity and intensity that touch the modern reader across the chasm of three thousand years. This translation
presents the Epic to the general reader in a clear narrative.

Noah Primeval
Book 5 in the bestselling Guardians Adventure series!The search for Noah's Ark Thousands of years ago, just before God flooded the Earth,
a man of faith took his family and many animals onto an Ark that he built in order to survive the coming deluge. Fast forward to modern day
where Achava, spiritual guardian of Israel, leads the team on a time travel quest for Noah's Ark. Achava is joined by Sam Godfrey, an
archaeologist, Anthea, Achava's archrival half-sister, and the newest member of the team, Khassima, a royal dancer who is haunted by her
past. Together, the intrepid team uses supernatural forces to travel back to the time of Noah.Now, thousands of years in the past, they are
strangers lost in a strange land. When Sam becomes separated from his beloved Achava, he stumbles into a throng of Nephilim--godless
giants and idol worshippers. The trouble starts when Sam has to fight one of the giants or lose something precious. When the team learns
that the enemies of God have a diabolical plan in store for Noah and his family, Sam and Achava must reach out to Noah before the flood. A
biblical sign starts the clock ticking for the deluge to begin, but they can't leave the past until they fulfill their mission!The world just before the
deluge is extremely dangerous and fraught with false gods, ignorance, conflict, and violence. If they are to survive their encounters with God's
enemies, they'll just have to fight dirty! Will Sam and Achava manage to fulfill their godly mission without being killed--or changing history?
And, will they find their team members before the land is swallowed up by water?THE ARK OF NOAH, the fifth novel in the Biblical Adventure
series by acclaimed Christian author Summer Lee, unlocks the spiritual mysteries of the Biblical past and links them to the future through
exciting adventure quests that seek Biblical relics.

The Story of Noah's Ark
The story of Noah is one of the most captivating in all the Bible. Yet most people remember it mainly as a children s story found in picture
books and heard in Sunday school classes. But this tragedy really took place and widely overlooked is Jesus stunning prophecy that the
final days of planet Earth would be just as it was in the days of Noah. His point? That there would be striking parallels between Noah s day
and the end times with warnings of God s imminent judgment upon the world. Is Jesus prophecy now being fulfilled? And if yes, how
then should we respond? As It Was in the Days of Noah explores the similarities between the two periods, such as the rapid rise in evil and
increasingly flagrant disregard for God. A powerful resource that examines the signs that we re nearing the end times affirms the urgency of
reaching the lost with God s compassion and truth equips you to live wisely and redeem the time so it counts for eternity

Noah and Sons
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This is not your Sunday School Noah's Ark.Noah Primeval is a speculative retelling of the beloved story of Noah for a new generation. In an
ancient world submerged in darkness, fallen angels rule as gods and breed giants and monsters. Mankind is enslaved to evil. Noah, a tribal
leader, has been prophesied to bring an end to the rule of these "gods" and save humanity from coming destruction. But Noah's wife and son
are captives of these dark forces. To rise against this supernatural evil and rescue his family Noah will need an equally supernatural army.
But why has God told him to build a huge box out of gopher wood?Godawa is known as an author who both entertains and educates.
Inspired by Michael Crichton's novels, Godawa has adapted his Hollywood screenwriting background into his prose style to create a reading
experience that is like watching a movie. Also similar to Crichton, Godawa has sought to provide the scholarly research that undergirds the
fictional adventure. Noah Primeval has an additional 100 pages of special appendixes that provide an explanation of Biblical concepts in the
novel such as the Sons of God, the Nephilim, Leviathan, and the ancient Mesopotamian Cosmography in the Bible.Noah Primeval is written
in the spirit of The Chronicles of Narnia and The Lord of the Rings, blending fantasy and mythopoeia with history to retell the Biblical narrative
with a fresh perspective, while staying true to the original spirit of the story.

The Days of Noah, Book Three
This is a strategic book that paints a picture with both the light and dark colors of the last days. It is based on Christ's great End-time speech
in Matthew 24.

Noah's Flood
Collected and Translated by Montague Rhodes James. There are many ancient, lost books relating to the Bible and this work covers the
ones that are most hard to find, dating between 100 BCE and 100 CE. In many cases we do not have the full works, but have various
sections and fragments. The author, Montague James, used quotations found mostly in the works of the Greek Ante-Nicene Fathers like
Origen, Hippolytus and Clement of Alexandria to piece together what we are missing. He also uses important lists compiled from Greek, Latin
and other languages in order to reveal what we know of other missing books that would, in some cases, otherwise be unheard of. This
important piece of scholarship should be part of anyone's library who is seriously researching lost and ancient texts.

A Stowaway on Noah's Ark
Meet Naamah, Noah's wife, the matriarch who kept her family alive as they drifted on an endless sea. Here is a woman torn between faith
and fury, lending her strength to her sons and their wives, caring for an unruly menagerie of restless creatures, silently mourning the lover
she left behind. In fresh and modern language, Blake revisits the story of the Ark that rescued life on earth, and rediscovers the agonising
burdens endured by the woman at the heart of the story. Naamah is a parable for our time: a provocative fable of body, spirit, and resilience.
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The Days of Noah
A Caldecott Honor and Coretta Scott King Award-winner retells the biblical story of the great flood and how Noah and his family faithfully
responded to God's call to save life on Earth.

As in the Days of Noah
New York Times bestseller and award-winning illustrator Charles Santore retells the beloved Bible story of Noah's Ark through the eyes of a
charming new hero that children will love: a stowaway mouse! Achbar the mouse hears a kindly old man tell the animals of the world that
there will be a great flood, and that he has built an ark big enough for two of each kind of animal to ride out the storm. But by the time Achbar
works his way through the tangle of paws and hooves, two other mice have already been selected. Achbar is terrified and does not want to be
left behind! His survival instincts tell him to stow away. But will he be discovered by the old man--and will they ever see dry land again?

Blood of Adam
How can one sentence uttered from the mouth of the most historical religious figure in history, Jesus Christ, hold so many secrets and yet be
unraveled by a little analysis? This book is a teaching tool that will hopefully reveal the parallels the Lord God has drawn between two specific
events, their value and their relationship to our world today.

The Book of Enoch
What does the Bible really say about the last days on earth? Who were the sons of God? What is the truth behind the birth of giants in the
book of Genesis? Did God really hide everything we need to know about the last days in the stories of Noah and Lot? Who or what is really
behind all of the UFO sightings and the abduction of humans all over the world? These are just a few of the questions that this book seeks to
answer. During our journey we will explore stories from Babylon, Greece, Ireland, Ethiopia, and various other cultures to fill in the missing
pieces to one of the biggest mysteries on our planet. This 2nd Edition takes reading to an entirely new level with integrated video and audio
interviews that you can listen to and watch while you read. This book features 30+ additional hours of audio and video.

The Days of Noah
The age-old Bible story of Noah's Ark is charmingly retold for a very young audience in this brand new board book. Follow Noah and his
family as they build the ark. Then watch all the animals climb safely aboard, two by two, before the rain sets in. Forty days and nights later,
everyone is safe and sound in new land. Small, board book format, ideal for cosy bedtime reading. Simple, engaging text with plenty of
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opportunities to join in. Ag Jatkowska's sweet illustrations bring the classic story to life for little ones.

Noah's Ark and the End of Days
From Noah to the NewsNoah built an Ark . . . . The Importance of the days of Noah, however, is overlooked, and the power that can be
unleashed through this story is minimized. While the secular society is tapping into the power of the rainbow, and the idea of an Ark of
salvation, Christianity is last in line to see the true depth that can be unsealed, in this amazing Bible story of epic proportions! In Living in the
Days of Noah, you will discover: - The Rainbow Reclaimed as Noah's Covenant- Trump as the Noah Figure for Evangelicals Today- Brett
Kavanaugh's Yearbook & the Book of Life- Visions of Joel Osteen & Hurricane HarveyJoin Greg Badalian as he examines the key to his
grandfather's legendary town of Noah, in the ancient land of Ararat, where Noah's Ark landed.

The Becoming of Noah Shaw
Most people think of Noah as the man who built a large ship and spent months caring for thousands of animals. But who was he and what
events shaped who he would become? We wrote this novel to challenge Christians to look closely at the life of a man who walked with God.
Noah: Man of Destiny takes readers on a captivating, coming-of-age journey through the pre-Flood world. Noah learns more about the Most
High while standing against a sinister belief system emerging throughout the land. Whether escaping legendary beasts, tracking kidnappers,
or pursuing his future wife, Noah acquires the skills he will need when God calls him to his greatest adventure: surviving the global Flood.
Discover the rich background of Noah and his family members as portrayed at the Ark Encounter. Witness the struggle of a righteous man’s
battle against a culture that thought of evil continually. Explore what it may have been like for a righteous man to relate to God before the
Bible was written. Includes roughly 20–40 pages worth of non-fiction at the end of each book to help explain concepts Provides teaching
sections that deal with issues and concerns that arise in the account Offers “Encounter This” section at the end that shows the various items
described in the books that can be seen at the Ark Encounter or Creation Museum
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